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Abstract. Examination of the retinal circulation in patients with retinal diseases is a clinical routine for ophthal-
mologists. In the present work, an automatic method is proposed for measuring the global retinal circulation in
fluorescein angiography (FA). First, the perfusion region in FA images is segmented using a multiscale line
detector. Then, the time evolution of the perfusion area is modeled using damped least-squares regression.
Based on the perfusion area profile, some circulation parameters are defined to describe quantitatively the global
retinal circulation. The effectiveness of the proposed method is tested using our own and public datasets, with
reasonable results and satisfactory accuracy compared with manual measurement. The proposed method has
good computing efficiency and thus has potential to be used in clinical practice for evaluation of global retinal
circulation. © 2018 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.23.6.065006]
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1 Introduction
Retinal circulation is one of the most important factors in the
pathogenesis of some blinding illness, such as macular degen-
eration,1,2 diabetic retinopathy,3 and central artery/vein occlu-
sion (VO).4 As the only tissue where blood flow can be directly
and noninvasively observed in vivo, the retinal bed has been the
hotspot of ophthalmology since the origin of the ophthalmo-
scope.5 A variety of techniques are available to investigate
retinal hemodynamics, such as laser Doppler velocimetry,6 color
Doppler optical coherence tomography,7 optical coherence
tomography angiography,8 and other angiographic techniques.
Fluorescein angiography (FA) is one of the widely used angio-
graphic techniques, which enables recording of the passages of
blood flow and provides graphic structures of the vascular bed.
A typical FA procedure is: (i) sodium fluorescein (dye) is
injected into the cubital vein of the patient; (ii) after the arrival
of the dye into the eyes in a few seconds, the dynamic flow of
the dye through retinal blood vessels is recorded by angio-
graphic systems; and (iii) the FA image sequence is then ana-
lyzed to evaluate the retinal hemodynamics of the patient.
Mostly, functional integrity assessment of retinal circulation
is conducted manually by ophthalmologists based on their clini-
cal experience. However, such manual assessments are some-
what subjective and use varied criteria.9 Moreover, the dynamic
perfusion process of the dye is rather fast, making it difficult for
ophthalmologists to obtain quantitative features of retinal hemo-
dynamics and to extract more detailed information about retinal
function.10

For objective diagnosis of retinal circulatory diseases from
FA, the dye dilution technique (DDT) is usually applied: in
which a model for the time evolution of dye concentration
(e.g., Fig. 1) is constructed, usually by first collecting intensities

at different times and then performing logistic regression.11

DDT allows determination of circulation times, such as the
arm-retina time (ART), mean transit time (MTT), and arteriove-
nous passage time (AVP). The circulation times give different
insights toward blood circulation. For instance, ART provides
reference of blood flow resistance in the macrocirculation
and pulmonary microcirculation.12 It is one important index
for coronary slow flow.12,13 MTT and AVP are estimations of
average blood flow and microcirculaiton at the retina14 and
are employed in retinal circulatory investigations like central
artery occlusion,15 maculopathy,16 and primary open-angle
glaucoma.17 The potential usages of circulation times are also
emphasized in patients with carotid artery obstructions18 and
diabetes mellitus.12

Although DDT is useful in understanding the retinal circu-
lation, it also has inherent limitations: DDT assumes that vas-
cular segments have a single inflow (feeding artery) and a
single outflow (draining vein),9 hence, only vascular segments
along certain blood flow passage, but not all vessels, would be
selected as measuring areas to conduct DDT. Currently, DDT is
mostly employed in regional measurements, i.e., the circulation
times at preselected areas are calculated. Even if reasonable
measuring strategy was adopted for the estimation of global
blood flow, the bias that regional measurements possibly gen-
erate is still non-negligible.19

Some studies aimed to achieve automatic measurement by
performing DDT at pixel level.9,20 The procedures generally
include: (i) registration of FA image sequence to align vascular
structures and (ii) construction of the dye evolution model for
each pixel in the image. Such methods can provide circulation
times on pixel level and offer nice visualized time maps.
However, the calculated circulation times show higher sensitiv-
ity to localized effects, such as intraocular pressure and light
stimulation variation. Therefore, measurements on diseased
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eyes with abnormalities may not be well determined.21

Additionally, the pixel-level DDT method is rather time-con-
suming because it depends largely on image registration. The
time for registrating a pair of FA image varies from minutes to
hours.22,23 Considering the fact that hundreds of image pairs
have to be processed for one FA image sequence,12,22 the com-
puting time needed will be numerous, making it almost impos-
sible to use pixel-level DDT in clinical practice.

Inspired by the limitations mentioned above, the present
work aims to develop a fast method for measuring the global
retinal circulation. Different from DDT, this method has the fol-
lowing features: (i) it examines the global perfusion process in
the entire retina (arterial and venous vessels) to provide circu-
lation times and perfusion rate to characterize the process; (ii) it
does not need to perform image registration and to preselect
measuring areas, thus greatly improving computing efficiency;
and (iii) it is robust to varied imaging parameters because the
perfusion profile is normalized with respect to full perfu-
sion point.

In the following texts, the datasets used in the present work
are described first, followed by a detailed description of the
image processing procedures and model construction. Measured
values of circulation times and perfusion rates for patients with
different eye diseases are compared, based on which the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method is discussed, with main conclu-
sions summarized in the last section.

2 Datasets

2.1 Own Dataset

FA image acquisition was performed in a local hospital. The
equipment used is HRA2 with the following configurations:
largest view field 55 deg and acquisition rate 8.8 frames∕s
(movie mode). During the acquisition, no extra operation
procedure is required. Dye circulation can be approximately
divided into four phases (Fig. 2): arterial perfusion phase,
arteriovenous perfusion phase, venous perfusion phase, and the
late phase. In the present work, each FA movie lasts about 40 s,
recoding images from the time begin of dye injection (t ¼ 0)
until the end of the venous phase (about 10 s after the perifoveal
capillary network becomes best visualized). The video acquis-
ition process was accomplished by two ophthalmologists for
40 randomly selected patients in the outpatient section of the
hospital, including 20 females and 20 males (see Table 1).
Among them, 8 of the 40 subjects have nonproliferative diabetic
retinopathy (NPDR); 13 subjects have VO; 8 subjects have optic

neuropathy (ON); and 11 subjects have age-related macular
degeneration (AMD).

2.2 Public Dataset

There are relatively rare FA video datasets available in the liter-
ature. The only public dataset that we can find is from Duke Eye

Fig. 1 Example model for dye concentration evolution. The model
was obtained by performing regression on the raw intensity data.
It reflects the status of blood flow within the measuring areas.

Fig. 2 Different dye perfusion phases: (a) arterial perfusion phase;
(b) arteriovenous perfusion phase; (c) venous perfusion phase;
and (d) the late phase.

Table 1 Clinical characteristic of the study subjects.

Variables Data details

Our own dataset (40 subjects)

Male 20

Female 20

Age 56� 11

Diagnosis 8 of the 40 subjects have NPDR; 13
subjects have VO; 8 subjects have ON;
11 subjects have AMD.

Duke dataset (only 13 subjects are used in the present work)

Two subjects in the
group “mix”

Selected length of the video: 0 to 40 s for
subject 1#; 0 to 35 s for subject 3#.

Six subjects in the group
“focal”

Selected length of the video: 0 to 38 s for
subject 1#; 0 to 44 s for subject 3#; 0 to
40 s for subject 5#; 0 to 45 s for subject
8#; 0 to 50 s for subject 9#; 0 to 58 s for
subject 10#.

Five subjects in the
group “diffuse”

Selected length of the video: 0 to 30 s for
subject 2#; 0 to 58 s for subject 3#; 0 to
42 s for subject 4#; 0 to 34 s for subjects
5# and 6#.
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Center.24 It was originally used for the study of fluorescein leak-
age segmentation and will be used in the present work to test our
proposed method. The authentic Duke dataset contains data of
24 subjects suffering from diabetic macular edema (DME). They
are divided into three groups according to the pattern of leakage,
i.e., the “focal” group (focal pattern), the “diffuse” group (dif-
fuse pattern), and the “mixed” group (mixed pattern). The dye
perfusion process of each subject was recorded for the first 70 s
with a view field of 30 deg, 35 deg, or 55 deg. Each frame in the
FA image sequence has a resolution of 768 × 768. For compari-
son with our own dataset, only those FAvideos with a view field
of 55 deg are used in the present work (see Table 1), and two
ophthalmologists were invited to determine the end of the
venous phase by use of the same criterion as in our own dataset.
The selected video length to be processed is listed in Table 1 for
the 13 subjects.

3 Proposed Method
The image frames in the FA sequence differ greatly in image
content and image quality that are caused by nonuniform lumi-
nance and eye movement, leading to difficulties in automatic
measurement of the retinal circulation. In order to solve this
problem, we present a measuring framework shown in Fig. 3.
The framework consists of the following main steps: (i) the cor-
rupted images are deleted; (ii) the perfusion region in the FA
image is then segmented using top-hat filtering and multiscale
line detector; (iii) the number of pixels in the perfusion region
(shortened as “perfusion area” in the following texts) is then
summed for each segmented FA image, with which the time
evolution of the perfusion area is obtained for the FA image
sequence; and (iv) by the use of nonlinear regression, a
model is constructed to describe evolution of the perfusion
area, based on which the circulation parameters quantifying
the global retinal circulation are finally obtained. Details of
each step will be described in the following sections.

3.1 Delete Corrupted Images

The quality of FA images is often affected by nonuniform lumi-
nance, hyperfluorescence, and eye movement. In severe cases,
some images are corrupted and should be deleted. An image can
be detected as “corrupt”when it is significantly different from its
neighbor frames. The Bhattacharyya coefficient is a good mea-
sure of similarity. Compared with methods based on mutual
information25 and feature extraction,26 the Bhattacharyya coef-
ficient is advantageous in low computational cost and is thus
very suitable for our application, where real-time processing
is emphasized. The Bhattacharyya coefficient ρj is defined as
follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;613ρjðp; qÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pi qi

p
; (1)

where pi and qi are the probability distribution of grayscale i in
grayscales from 1 to N. The similarity estimate sj between the
j’th frame p in the FA sequence and a fixed reference image q is
given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;520sj ¼ 1 −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ρj

p
: (2)

For the FA image sequence, a similarity sequence
½s0; s1; : : : ; sj; : : : ; sn� is then generated, as shown in Fig. 4.

The corrupted image can be detected through iterative
processing of the similarity sequence s using proximity
principle:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;326;431m ¼
�
1 if jsjðkÞ − sjðkÞj > α½smaxðkÞ − sminðkÞ�;
0 other cases

(3)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;326;387sjðkþ 1Þ ¼
�
sjðkÞ if m ¼ 1;
sjðkÞ other cases

(4)

where m is a marker indicating whether a frame is corrupted
(m ¼ 1) or not (m ¼ 0); sjðkÞ is the mean similarity estimate
of frame j and its 2n neighborhoods during k’th iteration,
i.e., sjðkÞ ¼ mean½sj−nðkÞ; : : : ; sjðkÞ; : : : ; sjþnðkÞ�; α is a factor
between 0 and 1; smaxðkÞ and sminðkÞ are the maximum and
minimum of sðkÞ. sjðkÞ is the result of median filter,
i.e., sjðkÞ ¼ median½sj−7ðkÞ; : : : ; sjðkÞ; : : : ; sjþ7ðkÞ�.

In the present work, Eqs. (3) and (4) were performed con-
tinuously for three times (k ¼ 1, 2, 3) with a neighbourhood
size n ¼ 2, 5, 7, respectively. The factor α is set to 0.2.

Fig. 3 Framework for measuring the global retinal circulation.
Fig. 4 Variation of the similarity estimate sj in the FA image sequence
and the identified corrupted frames (red circles in the figure).
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Using the above procedures, corrupted images are identified and
excluded from the following analysis.

3.2 Segmentation of the Perfusion Region

After the corrupted images are deleted from FA sequence, the
perfusion region in each frame will be then extracted. In order to
reduce effect of uneven illumination, top-hat transform [Eq. (5)]
is applied to correct illumination, in which the original image I
is subtracted by an image of estimated background obtained by
opening operation “∘” with the circle-shaped structure element
(SE) of radius 15 pixels:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;623I ¼ I − ðI ∘ SEÞ: (5)

An example of illumination correction is shown in Fig. 5. It
can be seen that the illumination in the output image is well
corrected, with a high brightness contrast.

After illumination correction, a multiscale line detector27 is
adopted here to segment the perfusion region in each image, as
illustrated in Fig. 6. There are multiple basic line detectors. Each
of them has a fixed W ×W detecting region and an L × L
response region around the center pixel. The response region
is detected evenly from 12 directions with an interval of
15 deg. For each direction, the difference between the averaged
intensity of the pixels aligning the direction and that of all pixels
within the detect region is calculated, and the maximal value in
the 12 directions is the response value of the center pixel. Each
line detector yields a plane of response values RL

W after travers-
ing all pixels within the view field [bright part of the mask image
in Fig. 7(a)]. The above procedure can be expressed by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;326;752RL
W ¼ ILmax − IWavg; (6)

where ILmax is the maximal value of the average intensities in 12
directions and IWavg is the averaged intensity of all pixels within
the detecting region.

By changing the value of L, response planes of different line
detectors can be obtained (see Fig. 6). The raw responses RL

W are
usually within a narrow range and have low contrast. To enhance
the image contrast, the distribution of RL

W is standardized by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;326;649RL 0
W ¼ ðRL

W − RL
WmeanÞ∕RL

W std; (7)

where RL
Wmean and R

L
W std are the mean and standard deviation of

RL
W plane. The image I after illumination correction and all

standardized responses RL 0
W at different scales are finally com-

bined linearly as Rcombined plane [see Fig. 7(b)] by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;326;569Rcombined ¼
�X

L

RL 0
W þ I

�
∕ðnL þ 1Þ; (8)

where nL is the number of basic line detectors. Finally, Rcombined

plane is binarized with a threshold value. The segmented image
is illustrated in Fig. 7(c).

The top-hat filter and multiscale line detector described
above are applied to each image of the FA sequence, using
the same parameters. The angle resolution is set to 15 deg
because it is a good trade-off between direction accuracy and
computation time. Ideally, the precision of angular scanning
is proportional to angle resolution. However, in practice, pixels
under given angles are in jagged lines instead of ideal lines.

Fig. 5 Example of illumination correction: (a) original image; (b) image of estimated background; and
(c) corrected image.

Fig. 6 Application of multiscale line detector. The final output of multiscale line detector is obtained with
three main steps: (i) obtain raw response planes RL

W after filtering the image using different size of basic
line detectors [Eq. (6)]; (ii) get contrast-enhanced response planes RL 0

W using Eq. (7); and (iii) obtain
Rcombined plane by averaging the sum of response planesRL 0

W and illumination corrected image I [Eq. (8)].
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A large increase of angle resolution cannot significantly
improve the response precision within response regions and
could lead to higher time cost. Additionally, the same angle res-
olution can better present the direction information of a narrow
response region than that of a bigger region. Since the interval of
15 deg was successfully used in representing direction informa-
tion within a larger response region (15 × 15 pixel),27,28 it is
reasonable to take 15 deg as angle resolution in our smaller
response regions. The values for the other parameters (detect
region with W ¼ 7; three response regions with L ¼ 3, 5, 7;
the threshold ¼ 0.65) are selected to obtain good segmentation
performance for the FA image sequences, with results shown
in Fig. 8.

3.3 Time Evolution of the Perfusion Area and
Model Construction

With the segmented image, it is now convenient to calculate the
perfusion area as the total number of white pixels in the image.
With known time interval between two successive images, we
can obtain the time evolution of perfusion area AðtÞ, as plotted in
Fig. 9(a). It can be seen that the profile correctly reflects the
different states of dye perfusion: the perfusion area is zero in
the first seconds because the injected dye is transported to

the heart first and pumped to the body through the arterial sys-
tem; seconds later, the dye approaches the eye and passes
quickly through arterial and venous branches, leading to a
quick increase in the perfusion area. The growth of the perfusion
area turns out to be relatively slow when dye enters into the pos-
terior pole and the perfusion area reaches a peak value. After
that, the dye concentration becomes diluted and the perfusion
area begins to decrease (this late stage may last tens of minutes
or even hours and is not investigated here).

In order to describe quantitatively the above processes,
a nonlinear regression model [Eq. (9)] is employed to fit the
data points of the perfusion area by means of damped least-
squares fitting:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;326;459AðtÞ ¼
X2
i¼0

ai · ti þ a3∕ð1þ e−a4·tÞ; (9)

which is actually a combination of polynomial terms and a “S”
shape term. The R2 value of the regression model is about
0.96� 0.03 for all FA sequences investigated in this work, indi-
cating good accuracy of Eq. (9).

Considering the fact that the perfusion area may differ greatly
from patient to patient due to variations in vascular density and
focus during FA recording, we normalize AðtÞ through dividing

Fig. 7 Images generated during the segmentation procedure: (a) mask image; (b) image of Rcombined
plane; and (c) segmented perfusion region obtained by binarizing Rcombined plane.

Fig. 8 Perfusion region segmentation of a patient with VO. (a)–(d) The first row lists original images at
different time stage. (e)–(h) The second row lists the corresponding segmented images.
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it by the peak value Amax, so that the perfusion process can be
directly compared among patients:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;63;422A�ðtÞ ¼ AðtÞ∕Amax; A�ðtÞ ∈ ½0 1�; (10)

where A�ðtÞ is the normalized perfusion area (or perfusion
degree) ranged between 0 and 1, as shown in Fig. 9(b).

3.4 Obtain Parameters of Global Retinal Circulation

With the regression model for the perfusion area, it is now pos-
sible to obtain parameters of the global retinal circulation. In the
present work, the regression curve is divided into four sections
by tx (x ¼ 0, 50, 75, 90, 100), corresponding to the time needed
when x% of global retina is perfused [see Fig. 9(b)]. The circu-
lation times—including ART, mean circulation time (MCT), and
perfusion time (PT)—are then defined in Table 2. The average
slope of the perfusion degree profile in each section (denoted as
k0-50, k50-75, k75-90, k90-100, respectively) is also a good index

reflecting the sectional perfusion rate (SPR) and is therefore
included in the following analysis. The biological significance
of these parameters will be given hereafter.

i. ART is defined as the period of time from dye injection
in the cubital vein to its first appearance at retina
arteries.12 It is the intercept (t0) of the profile of perfu-
sion degree with time axis. ART gives a rough estimate
of the vascular system supplying the eye.18

ii. PT is the time period from dye injection to roughly com-
plete perfusion, i.e., the time needed when 90% of
global retina is perfused, as denoted by t90 in Fig. 9(b).

iii. The MCT is the time interval between ART and PT, i.e.,
(t90 − t0). It is helpful in assessment of the blood circu-
lation within the retinal bed.

iv. The SPR, including k0-50, k50-75, k75-90, and k90-100,
reflects the average perfusion rate in each section,
i.e., the slope of green dotted line in Fig. 9(b). k0-50
is useful when the first half of dye perfusion process
is analyzed. k50-75, k75-90, and k90-100 approximately cor-
respond to the perfusion rate in the venous stage.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Tests on Own Dataset and Duke Dataset

The proposed method is tested on our own dataset and Duke
dataset. The calculated circulation times and SPRs of all the
53 subjects grouped by five diseases are listed in Table 3.
The mean value and standard deviation (abbreviated as Std.)
for each group are included. Compared to healthy subjects
whose ART was about 10.9� 2.6 s18 or 9.5� 1.6 s,12 the
mean ART of the patient group in Table 3 is mostly increased,
ranged between 12.03 and 19 s, especially for the group DME
and VO. This is explainable because patients with diabetic reti-
nopathy and VO have evident blood flow resistance in the
macrocirculation.18 However, the standard deviation of ART
values in the same patient group can be also bigger, which
might result from the different age of the individuals and pro-
gressing stage of the disease. The MCT and PT are parameters
reflecting the global retinal circulation. As can be seen from
Table 3, the patient group with VO has the highest mean values
of MCT and PT, which is consistent with the symptom of blood
flow occlusion in these patients.

The SPRs (k0-50, k50-75, k75-90, and k90-100) describe more
details of the dynamic flow and are helpful in investigating abnor-
mal blood flow in different perfusion stages. As shown in Table 3,
the patient group ON has the highest value of k0-50, k50-75, k75-90,
while the NPDR group has the lowest value of k0-50 and the VO
group has the lowest value of k50-75 and k75-90.

The above analysis demonstrates that the circulation param-
eters measured by the proposed method are interpretable.
Nevertheless, whether the measured circulation parameters
can be used as a sensitive indicator for a certain disease or
not is another serious topic that should be carefully investigated
in the future by intensive statistical studies with the help of
ophthalmologists.

4.2 Measuring Accuracy of the Proposed Method

The measuring errors of the circulation times (ART, MCT, and
PT) obtained by the proposed method should be investigated.

Fig. 9 (a) Time evolution of the perfusion area. (b) Time evolution of
the perfusion degree. The symbols t x (x ¼ 0, 50, 75, 90, 100) denote
the time when the x% of global retina is perfused; k0-50, k50-75, k75-90,
and k90-100 represent, respectively, the perfusion rate in each section
(the slope of the green dotted line in the figure).

Table 2 Circulation parameters obtained from time evolution of the
perfusion area.

Circulation
parameters Corresponding value

ART t0

MCT t90 − t0

PT t90

SPR k0-50, k50-75, k75-90, k90-100 (average slope
of the perfusion degree profile in each section)
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For this, a ground truth is needed. Two ophthalmologists were
asked to measure the circulation times by manual observation of
the FAvideo with the following standards: (i) ART is obtained as
the time when dye first appears in the retina; (ii) PT is observed
as the earliest time when the image contains no dark part within
vessels; and (iii) MCT is calculated by subtracting the value of
ART from PT. The mean of the values provided by the two oph-
thalmologists is used as ground truth, although the manual meas-
urement itself is somewhat subjective, especially in the
measurement of PT from images with uneven reflection and shad-
ows on vessel surfaces.6

The errors in manual measurement and in automatic meas-
urement are compared in Table 4. Since measurements were per-
formed for each patient in the dataset, only the averaged value of
these measuring errors is listed in the table. It can be observed
from Table 4 that the errors of automatic measurement are com-
parable with those of manual measurement for ART in both
datasets, and for MCT, PT in the Duke dataset. Although the
error of automatic measurement is a little bit higher for MCT
and PT in our own dataset, it is still less than 1 s (0.84 s,
0.75 s). Such small errors of the automatic measurement are
acceptable when compared with the deviation of manual meas-
urement (0.56 s, 0.36 s) from the ground truth. In principle, the
measuring accuracy of the automatic method can be improved
by using a higher sampling rate of FA movies.

4.3 Computing Efficiency of the Proposed Method

The proposed method is realized using MATLAB 2010b pro-
gramming language and computed in a platform of Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 v2 at 2.00 GHz with parallel computing
(8 cores). For a FA sequence containing 352 frames (each frame
has a resolution of 768 × 768), the computing time of the pro-
posed method is about 6 min, which can meet the requirement
for clinical usage.

5 Conclusions
A simple framework was proposed for automatic measurement
of the global retinal circulation in FA. Using image processing
methods, the perfusion area and its change with time was calcu-
lated and modeled by a regression method. The circulation
parameters (circulation times and SPRs) characterizing the reti-
nal circulation were obtained. The effectiveness of the method
was validated using our own dataset and the Duke dataset with
interpretable results. The accuracy of the proposed automatic
method is comparable to manual measurement. The proposed
method has good computing efficiency and thus has potential
to be used in clinical practice for evaluation of global retinal
circulation.

In the future study, statistical analysis of the circulation
parameters will be performed using more datasets to better
understand the retinal circulation in patients with different
eye diseases.
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Table 3 Values of circulation parameters (mean and standard deviation) in 53 subjects grouped by five different diseases.

Own dataset Duke dataset

NPDR group AMD group VO group ON group DME group

Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std.

ART (s) 14.18 2.98 14.63 4.03 18.98 16.81 12.03 3.76 19.00 8.52

MCT (s) 9.30 1.45 8.22 2.57 11.10 3.91 7.80 2.83 9.14 3.22

PT (s) 23.48 3.52 22.84 4.43 30.08 19.48 19.83 6.27 28.14 10.80

k0-50 0.122 0.020 0.139 0.037 0.137 0.076 0.187 0.098 0.180 0.079

k50-75 0.096 0.017 0.119 0.029 0.085 0.032 0.122 0.051 0.101 0.027

k75-90 0.065 0.014 0.078 0.020 0.053 0.018 0.081 0.032 0.061 0.017

k90-100 0.028 0.007 0.031 0.016 0.023 0.010 0.023 0.014 0.020 0.007

Note: k0-50, k50-75, k75-90, and k90-100 are SPRs.

Table 4 Comparison of average errors in manual measurement with
that in automatic measurement using the proposed method.

Error in ART (s) Error in MCT (s) Error in PT (s)

Manual Automatic Manual Automatic Manual Automatic

Our
dataset

0.35 0.45 0.56 0.84 0.36 0.75

Duke
dataset

0.41 0.45 0.66 0.62 0.59 0.65

Note: The error is defined as the absolute value of the difference
between measured value and ground truth; the unit of the error is
second.
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